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"The King is dead—
Long live the King"
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PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 1936

Martin, Carol Wade Wiin
publishing Association Refuses Editor's Recommendation
Candidate Of Lennartson
For New Student Editor
Refused By Assoc. Dir's

FROM
THE

NEWS
By Burt Reed

<>

John Leard, '38, Is Selected For Position
With Rejected Candidate, Garrity,
As Managing Editor

Election Winners
STUDENT COUNCIL
Senior Representatives:
Fred Martin, President
Robert Harper, Vice-President
Bernard Marcus
Nicholas Pellicani
Junior Representatives:
John Leard, Secretary-Treasurer
Winston Keck
William Luukko
Sophomore Repre»entative»:
Fred Clough
Robert Kimnach

Aroh«" To
Improve Speech
Following the example of Columbia and Harvard, the public speaking department of Amherst College FISHMAN, MARCUS, PELLICANI, AVERY
bai purchased a recording device to
AND JEFFARIAN ASSUME MAJOR POSTS
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
enable freshmen to listen to their own
Senior Members:
6rsl stammering attempts at public
Anton Kishon, President
spe&kins- The introduction of voiceBernard Marcus
^onir.ig machines into the teaching
Fred Martin
of pul'lic speaking has been hailed
Junior Member!:
as OIK of the greatest aids toward
Charles Cooke
elinii'-ition of defects in tone quality
For what is said to be the second time in recent years the
Winston Keck
and i ronunciation. Amherst's drive to
Publishing Association Directors last week refused to accept the
■ike students voice conscious by enWOMEN'S
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
recommendation of the editor concerning the selection of the ediibflBg them to hear all their recorded
ASSOCIATION
torial staff for the coming year.
mechee and thus discover the progPresident:
After the retiring editor. Nils Lenress they have made, has been adopted nartson, had made his recommendaCarol Wade
bv Brown, Mt. Holyoke, Smith, and tion of John Garrity '37, for the posiVice-Pre»ident:
Dartmouth; but in none of them is tion, with subsequent explanations
Grace Jack
siuli an extensive speech recording
Secretary-Treasurer:
that John Leard '38, a candidate proThe
first
student
assembly
of
the
semprogram carried on as at Amherst.
Millicent Thorp
posed by a member of the Association ester is scheduled for the Alumni Gym.
directors, would in all likelihood be Thursday A. M. at chapel time. At the Senior Adviser (Milliken, Whittier):
Elizabeth Stevens
managing editor under the proposed meeting a proposal for a standard ring
Learning From
arrangement, Lennartson was asked and pin for the College will be presented. Senior Adviser (Hacker, Chase):
Shrimps
Phyllis Sanders
to leave while the Association direc- Edith Milliken, '36 and Morris Drobosky,
'36 will present the proposal.
If we look like our parents and
Sophomore
Representatives:
tors voted.
also depart from them a little it is
Marjorie Hewes
It was later revealed in the an- by the Association directors yesterday
because of our genes. The arrangeDorothy Weeks
nouncement of the voting by Priscilla afternoon has John Garrity assuming
ment of genes in the chromosomes de- Heath, secretary of the Association
Robert Fish's position as managing
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
ddes whether we shall be tall or Directors, that the recommendations
editor. Other men chosen by editor- President:
short, blue-eyed or black-eyed, al- of Lennartson had been disregarded
elect Leard are Edward Fishman as
Arnold Kenseth
binos or normal.
and John Leard elected to the position News Editor, succeeding Damon Stet- Vice-President:
By careful study of the way the of editor. In an editorial by Lennartson: Barney Marcus following Bob
Everett Kennedy
shrimp is able to grow a new claw son in this issue, the feeling is exSaunders as Sports Editor and Secretary:
■nder various conditions Dr. Hugh H. pressed that injustice and unfairness
Seranush Jaffarian taking over DoroMi'.licent Thcrp
Darby of the Carnegie Institution of
thy Staples' post as Woman's Editor.
Junior Representatives:
RETIRING EDITOR
Washington has been able to learn a
Under a new arrangement set up
William Luukko
great deal about the way genes act.
by the Publishing Association DirecDorothy Kennedy
Out of his work flow results important
tors last Friday the business manager
not only to tlic geneticist but to the
COUNCIL ON RELIGION
will in the future select the adverhormone expert, the physiologist and
Elizabeth Stevens
tising manager and be responsible to
1' in of cancer.
Edward Howard
the Association Directors instead of
the editor as was formerly the case.
CLASS OF 1937
President:
NEW EDITOR
'"Into Darkest
William Metz
Africa"
Vice-President:
ler bridge now makes it posKathryn Thomas
sible for the outside world to reach
Treasurer:
tin heart of Africa. This is the new
Richard Loomis
Bit lenougb Bridge across the Sabi
Secretary:
ftlvi in Souther Rhodesia, said to be
Elizabeth Stevens
the third largest of its kind in the
CLASS OF 1938
world.
President:
Not many decades ago this area
Charles Harms
along the Sabi, and others bordering
Vice-President:
the Zambezi, were inaccessible to
Grace Jack
white men. With the advent of this
Secretary:
bridge, however, a link has been
Alberta Keane
forged in the chain that connects
Treasurer:
NILS
LENNARTSON
darkest Africa with the outside world.
Gordon Williams
which before was so far remote from
was
practiced
by
the
Association
DiCLASS OF 1939
i . main travel routes.
rectors in so disregarding the recomPresident:
mendations of the retiring adminisFred Clough
tration.
Vice-President:
Safety
In the editorial Lennartson explains
Dorothy Harms
Plus
that
"the man who was chosen by the
Secretary:
A new type of safety glass, said
Marjorie Hewes
lo be far stronger and more elastic Association Directors is well-enough
JOHN LEARD
Treasurer:
than ordinary laminated glass, was fitted and deserving of the position but
Donald Bridges
umoiinced last week by the Pitts- likewise was the man proposed by us Urban A. Avery, business manager for
burgh Plate Glass Co. As it is gen- and who for many reasons which were the past few months, and reappointed
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
i rally known, safety glass is made agreed to and understood by both the for the coming year, has announced
ASSOCIATION
chosen and the defeated candidate
by fixing a transparent plastic filler
President:
that
Nick
Pellicani
'37,
will
take
over
would have made for the best adminKeen two layers of plate glass,
Kathryn Thomas
Antone Duarte's position as adveristration during the coming year."
and it was by the development of a
Vice-President
tising
manager.
Leard's staff which was approved
substance known as vinal, a plastic
Ida Miller
of new rubber-like stretching qualSecretary:
■ n> s and high tension strength, thai
Ruth Butler
the new safety glass was made posTreasurer:
sible. Due to its high elasticity "it is
Muriel Tomlinson
claimed that the new glass'is ten
CHRISTIAN SERVICE CLUB
times more resistant to breakage than
President:
other types at a temperature of 10
When the snow begins to go the tickets sold for the Follies. I stood in
George Spencer
ilegrees below zero a,1(i fjve times more college and the community are al- line all night to be sure of them."
Vice-President:
Mr.
Norman
Ross:
"Now—er—in
resistant at 70 degrees above.
ways winter tired. And so, to usher
Ruth Bowditch
in the Spring season. Coach Morey this particular case—the Follies . . . Treasurer:
We
will
do
away
with
the
usual
forcomes along with the "pause that reValentine Wilson
"Golden Snow For
freshes"—the Follies, guaranteed to malities. Anything to get to the Fol- Secretary:
Black HUU"
be pleasing, stimulating, and refresh- lies."
Ruth Robinson
THE PROGRAM
Deep snow, the harbinger of bitter ing.
La PETITE ACADEMIE
Opening—(Sensational)
In the gala production there will be
irdship, deep suffering and bitter
President:
'old is, nevertheless, a welcome sight no delays, no intermission. The show A. Death at Sunrise (The tragedy of
Muriel Tomlinson
to the isolated inhabitants of the Black will be a moving riot of sensationsthe century).
Vice-President:
Hills of South Dakota. For this may mirths, scandals, melodies, and scenes. B. Plums and Prunes.
Elizabeth Stevens
effect favorably the economic welfare The free list has been suspendedSecretary:
C. Rhythms—Ginger and Fred.
and fortune of these people.
all seats will be equally good because
Geneva Kirk
Heavy drifts in the mountains, the of the nature of the performance. In D. Turbans and Incense.
Treasurer:
first in recent years, will wash new regard to the Follies, the following E. March of Time—Scandals which
Edward Harvey
will rock the community.
gold out where placer miners can celebrities have issued statements:
PHIL-HELLENIC CLUB
find it after the Spring thaws set in.
Gov. Brann: "Rather than take a F. The Killer (Not a Gangster).
llle
President:
reover,
snows promise a reser- chance on missing the Follies, I shall G. A Successful Calamity (Clever PeoGeorge Scouffas
ple, these Chinese).
voir of moisture for the crops during remain in town all week."
Vice-President:
the dry season, and also will encourage
Dr. Ralph Goodwin: "I shall ac- H. Frills, Spills, and Thrills (Hold
Priscilla Warren
a
your breath).
" abui"'a''t open prairie, thriving cept no calls on the nights of the
Sec retary-Treasurer:
I. Rememb'ring (Happy Days).
'th buffalo grass on which livestock Follies—I wouldn't miss them."
Marjorie Lovett
leeds.
Mr. Harry Rowe: "I bought the first J. Finale.

Editorial Says Leard Capable Of Filling Position
But Proposed Set-up Would Have Made For
Best Administration In Coming Year

Standard Ring, Pin
Will Be Considered

Movies, Scandals, Rollicking
Fun To Be Follies Features

DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN
President:
Robert Harper
Vice-President:
Gordon Williams
Secretary-Treasurer:
Geneva Kirk
LAMBDA ALPHA
President:
Augusta G hither
Vice-President:
Mary Chase
Secretary:
Ruth Allen
SPOFFORD CLUB
President:
Arnold Kenseth
Vice-President:
Earl Dias
Sec retary-Treasurer:
Anita Gauvreau
Program Chairman:
Denham SutclifTe
MACFARLANE CLUB
President:
Edward Howard
Vice-President:
Ruth Robinson
Secretary:
Ruth Bowditch

New Executive
J. Walker Is
Defeated For Has Served On
Stu. G. Post Present Council
Jack, Vice Pres.—Thorp, Harper, Marcus, Pellicani,
Stevens, Hewes, Sanders, Luukko, Keck, Leard,
Weeks Also Win
Kimnach, Clough Win
The women of the college elected Carol
Wade, '37, as President of the Women's
Student Government for the coming year
in the election held yesterday.
Grace Jack, '38, was elected VicePresident of the Association. Millicent
Thorp, '37, was elected Secretary-Treasurer.
Other officers are: Elizabeth
Stevens, '37, senior adviser for Milliken
and Whittier; Phyllis Sanders, '37, for
Hacker and Chase; Marjorie Hewes and
Dorothy Weeks as sophomore representatives.

Fred Martin, Secretary-Treasurer of
the present Student Council was elected
President for 1936-1937 in the all-college
election held yesterday. Robert Harper
was elected Vice-President. The other
Senior members are Bernard Marcus
and Nick Pellicani. The Junior Representatives are Winston Keck, William
Luukko and John Leard. Fred Clough
and Robert Kimnach are the Sophomore
representatives.

Scholastic Honors Announced
Monday Morning In Chapel
Thirteen Seniors Elected To Phi Beta Kappa, Nine
Men To Honorary College Club—
Dean's List Unusually Large

One hundred twenty-seven students ciety, elected eight students to memwere announced Monday morning as bership and their names were read by
having obtained the dean's list for the Prof. Brooks Quimby. debating coach.
Treasurer:
first semester at Bates College by They are: Harriett Durkee '37, MansNorman Kemp
President Clifton D. Gray in the chapel. field Centre, Conn.; Margaret McOf these fifty-eight were from Maine, Kusick '37, Winsted. Conn.; Lawrence
RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC CLUB
thirty-one from Massachusetts, six- Floyd '37, Rye, N. H.; William Metz
President:
teen from New Hampshire, eleven '37, Dexter; Ernest Robinson '3,7.
Augusta Ginther
from Connecticut, five from New York, Houlton; Donald* Welch '37, Portland;
Secretary-Treasurer:
and the rest were scattered among Isabella Fleming '36, South Paris;
Phyllis Sanders
New Jersey, North Carolina, Rhode David Whitehouse '36, Auburn.
Other prizes which were read were
Island, Vermont and France with one
the Freshman and Sophomore prize
SODALITAS LATINA
each.
President:
Professor George M. Chase read the debates. The winning team in the first
Elizabeth Woodcock
names of thirteen seniors who were was made up of Eugene Stuart Foster,
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. They are: Groveton, N. H.; Donald Whitehouse
Vice-President:
William Eugene Fetch, Lowell, Mass.; Curtis, Gardner, Mass.; and Henry
Alison Dunlap
John Roger Fredland, Portland; Irving Merritt Farnum, Lewiston. The host
Secretary-Treasurer:
Isaacson, Lewlston; Edmund Sixtus speaker was Eugene Foster. In the
Chester Small
Muskie, Rumford;
Fred Carleton Sophomore Prize debate the winning
Mabee,
Jr..
Lewlston;
Ruth Alberta team was made up of James Everett
4-A PLAYERS
Coan, Manchester, N. H.; Margaret Foster. Millbury, Mass.; Wesley Paine
President:
Eleanora Dick. Lawrence, Mass.; Nelson, Wilton; and Carl Joseph
Millicent Thorp
Marjorie Fairbanks, Abington, Mass.; Mazzarela, Westerly, R. I. The winVice-President:
Priscilla Heath, Manchester, N. H.: ners of the Freshman Greek prizes
Margaret Melcher
Flora McLean, New Haven, Conn.; were announced as Robert Lannes
Secretary:
Virginia Richmond Scales, Auburn; Fuller, Augusta; Estelva Lucille RolRobert Crocker
Jean VanHorn
Warring, Newton, lins, Alton, N. H.; and Lucy Vivian
Mass.; Dorothy Bush Wheeler, Water- Morang, Pembroke. The winners of
CAMERA CLUB
the Freshman prize speaking were
town, Mass.
President:
Nine men from the senior class announced as Irving Freidman, LewisRichard Fullerton
were elected members of the hon- ton, and Marjorie Anne Hewes, HalSecretary-Treasurer:
orary College Club. Professor Ray- lowell.
The President's Cup, awarded anRuth McKenzie
mond L. Kendall announced that the
following were chosen: Harold Grey nually to the high school having three
LAWRANCE CHEMICAL SOCIETY Bailey, Webster, Mass.; Joseph Bier- or more graduates in the Freshman
nacki, Naugatuck, Conn.; Morris Ben- Class which attains the highest avPresident:
jamin Drobosky. Lewlston; Sunnier erage, was won by the Weston, Mass.,
Nicholas Pellicani
Andrew Libbey, Franklin, N. H.; Ed- High School. The students representVice-President:
mund Sixtus Muskie, Rumford; Rob- ing Weston High are: Robert Preston
Donald Winslow
ert Edward Saunders, Farmington, Akers of Weston, Paul Estey Carlson
Secretary-Treasurer:
Conn.; Damon Mitchell Stetson, Han- of Kendal Green, and Donald WhiteFred Martin
over Centre, Mass.; Edward Francis house Curtis of Gardner, Mass.
Marita Jacqueline Dick of Worcester,
Wellman. Jr., Lewiston; David Crafts
JORDAN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
and Barbara Viola Buker of Shelburne
Whitehouse, Auburn.
President:
Delta Sigma Rho, the debating so(Continued on Page 2)
W. Spear
Secretary-Treasurer:
B. Marcus
Chairman Program Committee:
R. Loomis

Debate Squad To Meet Very
Interesting Hawaiian Group

POLITICS CLUB
President:
Robert York
Vice-President:
Harriet Durkee
Treasurer:
John Crockett
Everett Kennedy
Secretary:
Jeannette Walker
VARSITY CLUB
President:
Anton Kishon
Vice-President:
Fred Martin
Secretary:
Merle McCluskey
Treasurer:
Richard Loomis
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
President:
William Metz
Vice-President:
Ruth Jellison
Secretary:
Ellen Craft
Treasurer:
Charles Harms

By Courtney Burnap
From the far-off islands of Hawaii
comes one of the most interesting and
unusual forensic teams that Bates has
opposed this year. Composed of five
very talented men, representing four
different races, and including in their
repertory several illustrated lectures
on the Pacific basin, the University of
Hawaii team should provide the Chapel
audience with one of the most entertaining and instructive programs of
the year on Friday at 7:30.
Split Debate Style
The meeting between Bates and the
Hawaiian team, will not be carried
on in the regular style of debate, but
will rather assume the character of
a discussion intended to enlighten the
audience as to the vital points of the
question of the admittance of Hawaii
into the federal union as a state. For
this purpose, the style known as a
"split" debate will be adopted with
one of Bates' representatives aligned
with an Hawaiian against the other
Bates representative and a second
Hawaiian. This discussion will be
quite informal, with frequent stops
for further explanation of various

points, and will terminate in an Open
Forum to allow the audience to ask
questions that may have arisen in
their minds during the course of the
debate.
Include Lecture On Hawaii
With this part of the program concluded, the platform will then be given
over entirely to the Hawaiians who
are to present a special lecture on the
life and scenery of Hawaii and the
Pacific region and the characteristic
problems that have arisen there.
Slides and Movie film, some of it colored, will- be used to illustrate this
talk and enhance the interest of the
subject for the audience. Certainly
Hawaii, the islands with their outrigger canoes, surf-board riding, tinkling guitars, the ever-present lei, sign
of hospitality, and the smoking
Kilauea volcano, furnish as fascinating a subject for filming and description as may be found anywhere.
This visit of the Hawaiian team to
the Bates campus is in reciprocation
for a stop made at the University of
(Continued on Pace 3)
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THE
BATES STUDENT

I

Pepys Thru
The Keyhole

Debating News

Noted WPA Official Scholastic Honors
Announced Monday
Lectures^At Bates
(Continued from Page 1)

By Courtney Burnap
With two teams away on extensive
tours, the activities of the Bates debating squad center on foreign fields
for this week.
Saturday morning Irving Isaacson,
'36 and Edmund Muskee, '36, left for
a week's debating trip, with Lafayette
Pennsylvania as their main objective,
but with their schedule also including
four other opponents. Their itinerary
was as follows: Sunday, Cambridge
Forum; Tuesday, Brooklyn College;
Wednesday, New York University;
Thursday, Rutgers at Park Ridge
High School, N. J.; and Friday, Lafayette. This last meeting is the final
Eastern Intercollegiate League Debate
of the year for Bates and will be conducted in Oregon style on the subject
of Social Security. The Cambridge debate is also on Social Security with
the others on the Supreme Court.
Bates has the affirmative on all.

"Jobless Prosperity" Topic
Discussed By Prof.
Abrahamson

Falls, Mass., composed the winning
team in the Freshmen Women's Prize
debate. Marjorie Anne Hewes of Hallowell, Maine, was chosen the best
speaker.
The students having an average of
85 or better were: Class of 1936—
Matilda Barattiero, Berlin, Conn.;
Dorothy Bates, Damariscotta; Carolyn Blake, Needham, Mass.; Ernest
Buzzell, Lawrence, Mass.; Ruth Coan.
Manchester, N. H.; Wendell Crawshaw,
Worcester, Mass.;
Margaret Dick,
Lawrence, Mass.; Owen Dodson, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Isaphene Dolloff, Woolwich;
Marjorie Fairbanks. Abington, Mass.;
William Felch. Lowell, Mass.; Frances
Fogelman, Lewiston; Roger Fredland,
Portland; Gladys Gillings, Sanford;
Annie Griffith, Kezar Falls; Beatrice
Grover. York Village; Priscilla Heath,
Manchester, N. H.; Clifford Holden.
North Bridgton; Irving Isaacson, Lewiston ; Carolyn Jerard, Newport, N. H.:
Robert Johnson, Manchester, N. H.;
Flora McLean, New Haven, Conn.;
Carleton Mabee, Jr., Lewiston; Virginia Marston, Portland;
Dorothy
Martin, Manchester, N. H.; Alice
Miller, North Jay; Isabelle Minard,
East Orange, N. J.; Constance Murray, Cape Elizabeth; Edmund Muskie.
Rumford; Constance Redstone, Cambridge, Mass.; Ruth Rowe, Lewiston;
Virginia Scales, Auburn; Selma Shapiro, Auburn; Stanton Sherman, Wiscasset; Dorothy Shields, Rochester,
N. H.; Damon Stetson, Hanover Centre, Mass.; William Swallow, Jr., Manchester, N. H.; Muriel Underwood,
Great Neck, N. Y.: Harriett Van Stone,
Bridgeport, Conn.;
Jean Warring,
Newton, Mass.; Dorothy Wheeler,
Watertown, Mass.; Ruth Wight, Old
Orchard.
Class of 1937 — Norman Dankner,
Mattapan, Mass.; Earl Dias, New Bedford, Mass.; Herbert Hager, Providence, R. I.; Robert Hanscom, Greene;
Robert Harper, Yonkers, N. Y.; John

Well, here's Sam's and Til's little
offspring Junior, who has now fully
Albert Abrahamson, state WPA adrecovered from eating cough syrup
ministrator, spoke on the subject
on his pancakes last week.
"Jobless Prosperity", to a group of
Dear Pa and Ma: Have you heard
Bates students and faculty, at an open
the latest. While looking for a safety
meeting of the Politics Club, held in
pin or two under the Milliken House
the Little Theatre, last Tuesday evesteps, I chanced to hear a passing
ning.
senior (who is also a Monastery procThe speaker, among other things,
tor) remark that he would like to le«
said that the method by which the
the air out of the tires of his rival's
problem of relief is met will determine
Ford which was parked in front of said
to a great extent the success of any
dormitory . . . Kenton Milligan, one
future Administration, whether it be
of the many lady-killing freshmen, was
Democratic or Republican. Although
heard to say that he must be unit is possible for relative prosperity to
lucky: first, he lost his girl, then his
return slowly without very much govSPORTS
Bernard Marcus -37. Byron Catlln -38. John LeardI -38. Samuel Leard "38. Ed Curtin 36. raincoat and now his second-best hat
ernmental intervention, the starving
Herb Pickering '38, Jason Lewis '37. George Lythcott S».
. . . Perhaps the young lady in quesunemployed will have to be taken care
BUSINESS BOARD
tion, an Auburn socialite but a co-ed
of, no matter what advocates of
Urban. Ayery. Jr. "37 (Tel. 2884-W)
Business Manner
Adrertlslni Manager nevertheless, will think this an unlaissez faire say.
Antone Duarte '88 (Tel. 8-3303)
fortunate comparison ... or is she
Assistants: Robert Rlmmer
'39. John B. Nash '39. Lawrence Gammon '39.
The speaker also said that he thinks
Rim
Oran Moser '39, Chester Parker '39. Dennis Healey '38. Nick Pelllcane 37.
too, interested in her "twin?" . . .
governmental competition with private
This morning William Metz, '37, and concerns in the utilities field "is
if so, 'tis a shame for "Lord Claudio"
Sole and Exclusive National Advertising Representative*
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, Inc., 420 Madison Avenue. New YorK city
(even after exposure to Sunny's Donald Welch, '37 left for Medford, grand" because it serves as a check on
Chicago - Boston - San Francisco - Los Angeles - Portland - Seattle
charm) has invited an old home-town Mass, where they are to meet Tufts in the inordinate profits of large utilities
flame down from Rockland for the a defense of the Supreme Court. Again companies.
Subscription, $2.00 per year in advance. Single Copies. Ten Cents.
Written Notice of change of address should be In the hands of the Business Manager Soph Hop or for something or other on Wednesday they are scheduled to
It was pointed out that the WPA is
one week before the issue In which the change is fo occur.
,»-„.„„„
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Published v. ednes- ... ah, the fickleness of man . .
take the same stand against the a liability to the Democratic party bediy during the College Year by Students of Bates College. Entered as second class
J. B. Special: Tapper meets Anna American International College at cause of the discontent created bematter at the post omce at Lewlston, Maine.
. . . Hermit Nixon meets Anna and Springfield, Mass. The former debate tween factions and individuals when
1935
Member
1936
doffs shroud ... I learned that "Mo" will be in American style, the latter in they are not given exactly what they
Dodge (who looks like a Greek statue Oxford. The debaters will return home want by way of appropriations, etc.
Distributor of
with a discus in his hand) has at last Thursday.
The lecture itself took about thirty
succumbed to the soulful glances of
minutes, and after the lecture another
The final women's debate of the year thirty minutes was devoted to a quesBeans Jellison . . .
Bates swimming team opens season will take place in the Little Theatre on tion period. It was at this time that
as Parkerite swims Lake Andrews. April 1, with Upsala College of New some of the most interesting points
Large crowd gathers as merman with Jersey as the visiting team. The Bates concerning the operation of the WPA
representatives, Ruth Rowe, '37, Grace
Eskimo blood crosses icy span of
were brought out.
water, meanwhile pushing icebergs Jack, '38, and Harriet Durkee, '37,
Mr. Abrahamson is on leave from
THERE IS OX THIS CAMPUS an organization called the
will oppose the re-election of President his post as Professor of Economics at
aside. "I did it all for Bates," he gasps
Publishing Association and its action on Friday of last week
Roosevelt, a timely topic in view of Bowdoin College while serving as
as he scrambles up the bank.
tends very definitely in the direction of unwarranted and imthe imminent national elections. The
What-a-man Allman was quite perWPA administrator.
proper power in regard to controlling the personnel of the
debate will be in Oxford style.
turbed when he found out that several
*
»
*
»
editorial administration of this newspaper.
eds were aware of his plan to kiss
This body, made up of three faculty members and five students, two of his co-ed friends last SaturOn Friday night of this week the 65
met on Friday last for the purpose of selecting the editor and as it day night ... I doubt if Walrus Maine and New Hampshire high
proved the business manager of the "Student" for the coming year. Hayne ever knew of this plan, since schools of the Bates Debating League
As has been the custom for a number of years the present editor he would probably be quite opposed to will engage in their preliminary conFriday evening, March 20, unless Harvey, Jr., Lewiston: Doris Howes,
appeared before the Directors and presented his recommendation as it . . . Little Tim Gammon (brother tests preparatory to the finals to be
hindered
by some act of God, such as
to who from his thorough acquaintance and understanding of the of big Tim Gammon, the A.B. Chem- held here later. The subject of discusDennis, Mass.; Norman Kemp, Portfloods, earthquakes, or tornadoes,
personnel of the "Student" would be the most fitting person to
sion
is
Socialized
Medicine.
Several
istry major) was heard talking for
land;
Arnold Kenseth. Milton, Mass.;
Cheney House co-eds will hold a dance
assume the editorship which he vacates with this issue. The recomtwo hours on the Roger Bill telephone schools have requested judges to be directly after supper in Rand gym. Geneva Kirk, Lewiston; John Lamendation was made and reasons given why it was being made.
to a girl he doesn't know . . . We never selected from the Sophomore Argu- The profits, the result of a charge of Rochelle, Portland; Ruth MacKenzie,
Not a single dissenting word was offered by any of the Directors
expected that you, of all people, might mentation classes conducted by Pro- 10 cents, will go toward the new club
while the editor was in the meeting. One of the "Student" directors
Bridgeport, Conn.; William Metz, Dexbe a co-education major . . . But then fessor Quimby.
house for women on Frye Street.
suggested another candidate for the position. The editor gave reao
ter; Granville Oakes, Portland; Nichyour brother Hoped . . .
Music will be provided by Marjorie
sons why he should not be given the position this year and as no
Another Monk who has been jilted
Hewes, Leonore Murphy, and Estelva
objection was offered, assumed that his arguments were sound
by more girls than your little friend
Rollins at the "ivories". Tickets may
enough. The chairman indicated that the discussion was over and
Junior is days old, has now taken to
be obtained from any Cheneyite or at
asked the editor to leave while the Directors balloted.
cutting the pictures of pretties out
the door.
Forty minutes later a vastly different scene had been enacted. of the paper . . . Just an old Brewer
Last Thursday night was the occaCome on, girls, give us your supAll arguments and suggestions of the retiring editor were thrown
sion of the final banquet of the year, port!
boy at heart. I guess.
out the window. His recommendation as to the man to whom it
Well, Ma and Pa, while I take my given by the "Y" and excellently
would be most advisable to give the editorship was completely
weekly nap, you can both take over planned by Harriett Durkee and her
disregarded.
committee.
the wheel. Til I come back later.
Two more names were proposed, one of which belonged to a
Most effective was the blue and yelWell, well, well and well! Look
director of the very association and who had not the remotest claim
low color scheme which was carried
what came in on the flood! Bill
to the office and the other to a very "safe" bet whose only training
out in candles, flowers and programs,
Luukko is all washed up with being
for the post was compiling of a historical column used on odd weeks.
Sunday afternoon all the dormithe non-frequenter of the girls' dorms and in spite of the discouraging
Finally the man whom a student member of the association had proweather, the dinner with its appetiz- tories held teas for the faculty wives
so he braves the halls of Cheney
posed and against the editorship of whom the editor has offered very
House and comes out with Harriet ing menu and its fine speaker, marks of the college. Light refreshments
ample arguments while in the meeting, was elected by a near unania large success spot on the social cal- were attractively served, and a social
Durkee . . . Harriet, by the way,
mous vote.
endar of the year. Much praise is due hour of entertainment and pleasant
doesn't do so bad with Luukko,
In plain Bates English, we proposed our man and the Directors Perkins, Gillis, and Briggs . . . take it Miss Donovan's splendid talk on talk enjoyed. One of the special feafound him wanting — and they know not why. We who have worked from Auntie Tillie. children, that re- "North to Nowhere" in which she tures was the opportunity for the
on the "Student" staff for three and a half years and spent the best quires Art . . . and as Izzy says to spoke at some length on the life and women to see the girls' rooms and
part of our evenings for the past year and a half, could, of course, her Art, "If you want a lady, you fine work of Jane Addams.
glimpse college life as it goes on in
know nothing about the matter. Our idea of what was best for the know what you can do!" So the "Masthe dorms, an opportunity which
running of the "Student" should have not the slightest influence with ter" Doyle thinks Marjorie is right
pleased the guests exceedingly. The
a body which meets some three times a year and from a very outside
there . . . she isn't made of wood, but
town girls were invited to the various
position thinks itself qualified to dip in and make important decisions
watch out for the splinters, Larry
houses to meet the faculty women
Last
year,
on
September
17,
1935,
out of thin air. The student members of the Directors' body did not . . . And Louis is "charmed" by June
to be exact, biologists the world over and helped the dorm girls to make
know, they said, just what to think in the circumstances. But "the
MacLaren, but what about the im- celebrated the hundredth anniversary the afternoon pleasant for them.
very kind president of the board, who chanced to be business manaportation for Saturday night . . . of Darwin's landing on Chatham Isger of the "Student" for an inauspicious period, decided from the
piece in the meter and immediately
Seecks is an awfully hard person to land in the Galapagos.
wealth of his knowledge of just what-was-what on the Bates weekly
keep track of . . . now here, now
There it was that Darwin saw the a flag is raised, indicating by a pointer
to give them the real dope. His entirely proof-less surmises were
there, now in, now out . . . what a dis- great truth of evolution unfolded— the time allowed for the nickel in that
treated as of greater import than the recommendations of the edigusting situation!
Danielson sees the dovetailing of species and varie- district. An arrow then begins to move
torial staff which had deliberated the matter from every angle and
Packard and does Lois see Red! What ties into one grand scheme which zero and, when it reaches that point,
from the advantage of being in the position to really know and underour good friend Richard Perkins needs embraced the lowliest things that the flag drops out of sight, indicating
stand the running of the "Student." "
is a bus, if all these young co-eds
that the car is illegally parked.
We make no bones in saying we are disappointed. It is true are going to invite themselves . . . grow and crawl and the highest type
that the man chosen by the Association Directors is well-enough and now the baseball season is well of civilized man. The theory of natufitted for the position but likewise was the man proposed by us and upon us, isn't it time for Nims to find ral selection and the survival of the
who for many reasons which were agreed to and understood by both that molasses roller? What scene fittest had still to be developed, but
the chosen and the defeated candidate, would have made for the best could Priscilla have been rehearsing the train of thought that led to them
had been started.
administration during the coming year.
with Larry at Jordan's the other night
As an act of biological piety. Dr.
In closing we would like to make known that we have little . . . the theme song must have been
Wolfgang von Hagen proceeded to
respect for those who cannot fight in the open. We feel that it "I Kiss Your Hand, Madam!" What
erect on Chatham Island a suitable
would have been most fair and decent for the Directors to have at did Bob Fish expect Connie to anmonument to the man who, more than
least given some of their objections while the editor was present to swer at the track meet . . . but Aunt
any other since Galileo and Newton,
defend his candidate. But no, that was not done.
Tillie's guess is that he wasn't sur- had so profoundly influenced human
Constructively we can only ask if there should not be some prised to hear "Max" . . . and Rock- thinking. The inscription reads:
sort of definition of powers in regard to each administration and the land Nick found out in very short
"Charles Darwin landed on the
Publishing Directors. Is there to be no attempt at carry-over order that Jean wouldn't think of Galapagos Islands 1835 and his studarrangement so that the best skill and set-ups from the previous going anywhere except to the dance ies of the distribution of animals and
administration may be incorporated into the next one? Or is the on Saturday night . . . which reminds plants thereon led him for the first
"Student" to be a closed affair stopping every April and depending us . . . that little trio effect Saturday time to consider the problem of oron its next run according to the whims and fancies of an unpredictable night was right there . . . let's hope ganic evolution. Thus occurred that
hoard of Association Directors? Certainly acts such as we have they will be there again and more revolution in thought on this subject
been discussing lead only in that direction.
often. Doc Healy has great confi- which since has taken place.
But it's the wrong direction. You know it and we know it. dence in his friends on the "Mirror"
o
The advice and planning of the retiring administration must be staff ... he expects they will help him
treated as vitally important and to be considered with all seriousness. hide his secret talent . . . but as Aunt
The editor's recommendation must not be treated as worthless words. Tillie has always said, "It's in the
In Dallas and Oklahoma City parko
bag" . . . and snapshots never lie.
ing meters are placed at curbs, spaced
Everyone, including Till, is glad to permit a twenty-foot parking
to see Charlie Harms about campus "stall" for each car. After leaving
again . . . and he has a week to get his car, the driver puts a five-cent
in shape before the whirlwind from
WITH THIS ISSUE we take leave of our administration of Boston blows in. In the old days it and it looks as if that is all the good
the "Student" but we shall not attempt to express any used to be "the gentleman helps the it will do them . . . The height of
sentiments of regret, cheer or otherwise. There are many lady home" . . . little Mary will tell something-or-other was reached when
things which we could say — but we won't. There are many how the "old order changeth" . . . Ruthie apologized to Sunny . . . and
things which we can think — and we do.
Is it religion or just the excuse that Nils believes in telling a good story
Despite the complications of the past week however, we do sends Bill Felch and Helen Cary to while he's about it . . . but time flies
most sincerely offer best wishes and journalistic prosperity to those church together each Sunday . . . and on and Aunt Tillie just wants to say
who are following us in the editorial positions. We would that they what causes him to ask "Where's good-night to Uncle Sammy and all
will have the courage to dowhatsoever their best judgment and Tex's?" . . . Stow Ware doesn't miss the children . . . SHE REALLY DOES
sense of fairness tells them is the fair thing to do. We would ask Kay now that he has found Betty
. . . Good-night.
that they shall not be afraid to criticize and just as important that Kelly . . . and Betty doesn't seem to
P. S. Libby has keys for Chapel and
they should give credit where due.
mind. Many a Bates ed wishes Mar- considers it of advantage in co-educaMuch more we cannot say and so — amen.
jorie Hewes had never seen Dick . . . tion, witnesses are available.
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Cheney Girls Sponsor
Female Benefit Dance

Talk On Jane Addams
Marks Final T Banquet

Professor's Wives
Entertained Sunday

olas Pellicani, Rockland;
Preston, Manchester, x. H .
Rowe. Lewiston; George Sc #
Manchester, N. H.; George Sn ^
Newport. Vt.; Elizabei'
West Hartford, Conn.; WlUlan
8* |
cliffe, Richmond; Norman
Taylor,
Bangor; Kathryn Thomas
N. Y.; Millicent Thorp. M,„„.„^'
N. H.; Muriel Tomlins.,,,
Conn.; Carol Wade, Rocklani
Jeannette Walker, Uelrose
Priscilla Warren, Lewtoton; Don^
Winslow, Lewiston; Robert Y,,rk .1*
ton.*
Class of 1938— How;
Yonkers, N. Y.; Hazel Boi
Mass.; Courtney Burnap, SMh
Falls, Mass.; Donald c.
den, Mass.; Robert Chain,.:, A^" al"
Lois Chamberlain. Wat
(. "
Mary Chase, Auburn; A ita Caur
rean,
Lewiston; Ruth Hoc,.,.,, ronhM,
Evelyn Jones, Lisbon Falls; u„n,
Kennedy, Manchester, \ H
Jrj
Leard, West Roxbury,
Leslie, Brookline, Mass.: Iin,
erve, Portland; Jolin Skolton, BathNedra Small, Kennebunk; John Smith
Lancaster, N. H.; Paul St< n rt. Portland; Emery Swan
Mass.: Pauline Turin
lyn Walton, Wayne;
o^j.
son, Southbridge, Mass
Windsor, Greensboro, N. C.
Class of 1939 —Evelyn Copelani
Thomaston, Conn.; Donald Cnrtj.
Gardner, Mass.; Marlta I
ter, Mass.; Leighton Ding] .. Auburn;
Henry Farnum, Lewi-Bertha
Feineman, Rochester, >.". H.; Irving
Friedman, Lewiston; Robert Fuller,
Augusta; Lawrence Gammon, Norway;
Marjorie Hewes, HaUoweil; Walden
Irish, Medford, Mass.; i
' Kadjperooni, Lewiston; Barb.
Kendall,
Medford. Mass.; Barbara Leonard.
Brunswick: Kenneth Libby. Auburn;
Winifred Libby, Littleton, N H.. Arthur Loomis, Jr., Agawam.
Bradley Lord, Moody: June MacLaren.
Hyde Park, Mass.: Roslyn M <\i.
Hamden. Conn.; Luella Mani.r. Buffalo, N. Y.: Helen Martikain- . Harrison: Lewis Mills, Jr., WfnSti I. Conn.;
Francena Pearson, Madison. \. n.;
Caroline Pulsifer, Poland: H ith Robbins, Wilton; Harold Roth. R islindik,
Mass.: Reuben Scolnik, Lewiston;Edward Stanley, Jr., Berlin. X H.: Dorothy Weeks, Franiingham. Mass.; Loft
Wells, Cos Cob, Conn.
Special Students—Anne-Marie Diebold, Nancy, France.

CELLOPHANE KEEP!
IT FACTORY FRESH'

HONORING DARWIN

WARNING!

FOLLIES
"THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES"

Parking Meters Successful

Tickets purchased from Scalpers will
not be accepted at the Little Theatre

Boe4iwac/K

Buy Tickets Now

Don't Wait

"IT IS LATER THAN YOU KNOW"

ADMISSION SOc

TICKETS ON SALE AT
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
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Seventh Tea Party
* Given By Mrs. Gray
jl twenty girls and faculty
.group
birthdays fall in the
an whose
julv attended a tea at the
nion
Mrs. Gray on Friday after*
of

'""lie --his was the seventh in a series
n°°°' , e birthday teas given throughofl
*L
the v.ar by Mrs. Gray. On Fri. aftPVU')0!l Ihose whose birthdays
in tue month of August will be
et* ;...il it tea between three-thirty
°ctlM
er,lU
ent
andfive-t^>--

Ugrjorie Hewes Wins
Best Speaker's Prize
Tn.(, fre-hman girls' teams debated
jfnesd iy evening in Chase Hall on
miestion "Resolved that the Benson college system should be
fidely

adopted by the colleges and

-iiersities of the United States." Miss
■toston of rock's. Dr. Amos A. Hovey.

4-A Players Select Bates President
Soph Hop This Union Of Y.M.-Y.W. Debate Squad To
Debaters Win Over
Recently
Decided
Meet Hawaiians Annual Spring Play Speaks On Radio Bowdoin In Social
Saturday Eve
Securities Question
Capable Cast Chosen; Will
Inspires Poem
Present "Granite" By
(Continued from Page 1)

'Student* Bard Promises
Full Moon, MacDonald's Band, Good Time
GARDEN OF NEPTUNE
IS MOTIF FOR DANCE
Soph Hop this Saturday night has
inspired the following masterpiece,
written especially for the ;"Bates
Student" and Bates students. All details of the Hop may be found therein:
There was a young lady from Bates
Who had oodles and oodles of dates,
But the one she ranked top
Was the Sophomore Hop
On March twenty-first, say the Fates.

* * *

By a favorable vote of three to one,
the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A. decided, at
a special meeting in the Little Theatre
recently, to unite forming the Bates
unit of the New England Student
Christian Movement. This merger
simplifies the campus set-up of organizations and does away with the
necessity for the Council on Religion,
originally formed to provide, as far
as possible, the needed correlation.

This move has been preceded by a
great deal of discussion in both Cabinets, and by careful consideration and
working-out of the details in a joint
committee appointed by the two presidents. The chief advantage of the new
arrangement are increased efficiency
and the enlarged program possible.
The exact details of this Bates Christian Association are to be drawn up
by the officers elected yesterday, and
will be presented in constitution form
for the approval of the entire membership of the Association some time
shortly after spring vacation.

yd Mr. Robert E. McGee adjudged There was a young fellow from Bates
, _. v, rie Hewes of the affirmative Who never bothered with dates
He best individual speaker. The affirm- Till he heard of Soph Hop
With waltzes, third, extras, and nine.
a(ivf wa a upheld by Marjorle Hewes Then his heart gave a flop
The dances one dozen
,Bii Caroline Pulsifer, the negative by When he heard how low were the rates. And not with your cousin!
*
•
•
Barbara Buker and Marita Dick.
Save half for the one you call "Mine."
The scene was the garden of Neptune
• • *
laella Monter, class vice-president
Where even the mermaids do croon
jmrnui :ed that the negative had won With pond lilies and fishes
If you wish to be thought a Bates
the (l<-hate.

Exceeding all wishes
"Wes" promises you a full moon.

» • •

SCHOOL

OF NURSING
of YALE UNIVERSITY
A PROFESSION FOR
THE COLLEGE WOMAN

The thirty months' course providing an intensive and varied
experience through the case study
method, leads to the degree of

Master of Nursing
A Bachelor's degree in arts, science or philosophy from a college
of approved standing is required
for a-imission. A few scholarships
available for students with advance! qualifications.
For catalogue and information address:
THE DEAN

YALE SCHOOL OF NURSING
NF W HAVEN : CONNECTICUT

socialite,
Come out to our dance, and do it right.

We promise a whirl
There was a smart jazz band from If you bring the right girl.
Bean-town
There'll be a hot time in old Chase
Whose rhythm was sweet, hot and lowHall that night.
down
Write this on your cuff
MacDonald's hot stuff!
He'll show you the best way to town.
* • »

During the games season A. A. offers
beginners golf instruction on MonThere was a dance program so fine day, Tuesday, and Thursday at 4:30.
After vacation there is to be a camping course for those who really like
to rough it, and which has hopes of
winding up in an over-night hike. It
MOST ATTRACTIVE
will come on Monday at 4:30, and also

YES!

CORSAGES
FOR THE

has A. A. credit.

Watches always at the lowest prices
For Guaranteed Goods

SOPH HOP
The Nut Shop

can be ordered from

CHOICE NUTS

DON WELCH, '37

AND

ROAK, the Florist

CANDY
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Auburn Theatre BIdg.

RENTAL LIBRARY

Jewelry-Silverware
Novelties
"Chilton Pens - All New Models"

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.
80 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Me.
SIGN

"BIG CHIME CLOCK"

Hawaii by the Bates Round-the-World
Debating Team in 1928.

Last Friday night President Clifton
D. Gray spoke over Stations WLBZ
and WRDO, through the Community
Broadcasting Service, on the subject,
"Education and the State." Taking his
theme from a statementon education
by Adolph Hitler, Dr. Gray discussed
the teacher and his duty to the state,
saying, in reference to the much-discussed "teacher's loyalty oath", "If
any class of citizens needs less than
any other to take an oath of loyalty
to the constitution, it is these members
of our teaching profession."
Following President Gray's address,
Walter Leon '37, accompanied at the
piano by Edward Howard '38, sang
"Rolling Down To Rio" and "Without
a Song".

Clemence Dane

Several Nationalities

The annual spring play of the
4-A Players was selected a short while
ago and this year it is "Granite" by
Clemence Dane. An able cast has
been selected and it is as follows:
Jordan Morris, Jonathan Bartlett, '38
Judith, Tiis wife.
Mary Abromson, '36
Prosper.
Robert Crocker, '38
Penny Holt, a maid,
Marjorie Hewes, '39
A Nameless Man,
Owen Dodson, '36
A Clergyman.
John Smith, '38
As is usual with the plays presented
by this group, it will be given on two
successive nights, April 30th and May
1st. Most of the members of the cast
listed above were also in the group
which did such creditable work in
presenting "Much Ado About Nothing." As is customary. Professor
Dr. Arthur Hass, famous Austrian
Grosvenor Robinson will be in charge physicist, spoke last night in the
of the presentation.
Little Theater on "Is the Universe
Infinite?" The lecture was under the
auspices of the Physics Department.
A Doctor of Philosophy from the
University of Vienna, Dr. Hass is the
Table Foundation's visiting professor
Christian Service Club will meet at Bowdoin.
Tuesday, March 17, at Dr. Mabee's
home on College Street. Kazushtge Science." Any Sophomore or Junior
Hirasawa will speak on "Shintoism girls desiring to apply for membership in the club may get their appliand Buddhism."
* • *
cation blanks from Constance Murray
Clarence Chang, a member of the UniSpofford Club will meet in Llbby '36, or Ruth Goodwin '36. at Rand Hall.
versity of Hawaii debate team and Forum, Tuesday, March 17. There will
probable speaker in chapel.
be a discussion of artistic principles.
A wonderful thing, the radio!
A
Arnold Kenseth '37, Is in charge of student at Carnegie Tech, when
the meeting.
stumped with a problem in calculus,
accompanied by Professor N. B. Beck,
* • •
broadcast an appeal for help with his
faculty adviser, of forensics.
There will be a meeting of Chris- short-wave set. He received the soluAll the students are earning their tian Service Club at the home of Dr.
tion from a sympathizer at the Uniway through school by such unique and Mrs. Mabee, tonight at 8:00 P. M.
versity of Texas.
ways as working in Pineapple can- The speaker will be Mr. Hirasawa.
neries, operating motion pictures for
* * *
the Army and Navy Y. M. C. A. in
Dr. Peter Bertocci will speak to the
Honolulu, part-time radio announcing,
9
and assisting on the editorial staff of members of Ramsdell Scientific Sothe United Chinese News of Honolulu. ciety tonight at 6:45 P. M. His sub-

The team members are John A.
Casstevens,
Anglo-Saxon,
Clarence
Chang, of Chinese descent, Frank
Hustace, Anglo-Saxon-Hawaiian, Robert G. North, Anglo-Saxon, and Robert
Taira. of Japanese descent. They are

Austrian Physicist
Lectures On Universe

Club Notes

CORSAGES

The two who will probably partici- ject will be "Why Psychology is a
pate in the debate are John A. Casstevens and Robert G. North. Both AmeriCompliments of
cans, they graduated from Alhambra
High School of California, entering
the U. of Southern California in 1932.
and transferred from there to the
U. of Hawaii in 1935.

TUFTS

It is hoped that Clarence Chang, the
Hawaiian of Chinese descent, can be
persuaded to speak in Chapel again
on Saturday morning.
The Bates' representatives will be
Priscilla Heath. '36, and David Whitehouse, '36.

BROTHERS

FOR

Mabee, Greenwood Form Victorious Bates Team—
2—I Decision
Although fairly evenly matched with
their opponents, the debating team of
Mabee and Greenwood added another
victory to the long string of Bates
forensic achievements, with their defeat of Bowdoin last Friday evening
by a 2-1 decision.
The discussion of the Social
curity Act of the last Congress
quite animated with neither side
ing way. Carleton Mabee, however,

ness for Bates, was the outstanding
speaker for the evening with the destructive refutation of his main speech
and his consistent stand under crossexamination contributing much to the
Bates victory. Greenwood was especially good in his cross-examination
and although it appeared that his witness was not yielding to his ques- ■
tioning, he did prove some very damaging points that were evident in his
rebuttal.
Edwin Walker and Harold Ashkenazy were the speakers from Bowdoin.

•THE NEW

DENTISTRY
A Phase of Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for a career

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DENTAL SCHOOL
A competent coarse of preparation for
the denial profession. A "Clan A"
School. Write for catalogue.
LEROY M.S. MINER. D.M.D.. M.D.. D«u
Dept. &, 188 Longwood Ave., Boston. Man.

SOPH HOP
**a JJarea Crabition"

ANN'S FLOWER
SHOP
"The store of individual service"

Printing Specialists

SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross

CAP ATHERTON, Agent

Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

ELM STREET

Telephone 827

LEWISTON

STOP IN WHEN DOWN TOWN

Cor. Park and Main Streets

ir ■ - iw ir#ii m>

Each Puff Less Acid

MERRILL & WEBBER
COMPANY

| PUNTERS-BOOKBINDERS
( 9549 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.

DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
j

For twenty-five years the research staff

We believe that Lucky Strike Ciga-

Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches

of The American Tobacco Company

rettes embody a number of genuinely

Have You Tried Oar Silox Coffee?

has worked steadily to produce a

basic improvements, and that all these

143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus

measurably finer cigarette — namely,

improvements combine to produce a

a cigarette having a minimum of vola-

superior cigarette—a modern ciga-

tile components, with an improved rich-

rette, a cigarette made of rich, ripe-

ness of taste-"A LIGHT SMOKE."

bodied tobaccos—A Light Smoke.

Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

CALL

4040
FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

-IT'S TOASTED

THE COLLEGE STORE
IS FOR

Your throat protection—

BATES STUDENTS
Drop in between claete*

against irritation-against cough

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
1 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in

REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
**••"■. JOE HI I l: \

M

kI

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
DESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

^Uege and Sabattu. Street.
Coprrlihl 1936. The American Tobseco Compsny

.. .
....v. ...,,.
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SPORT^SHOTS

Bobcat Trackmen Claw Fast
Husky Outfit
Keller, Meagher, Howard Star In 66J/2—
44l/2 Win In Cage
Showing more power than against
Maine a week ago, the Bates varsity
track team last Saturday defeated the
strong Northeastern outfit, New England Outdoor Champions, 66% to 44%.
The best race of the afternoon was
the performance of plucky Paul Tubbs
who outsprinted Art Johnson of
Northeastern after a jostling race of
the middle mile and one-half. On the
next to the last lap the Bates senior
was almost passed by the strong Northeastern harrier, but with an added
effort held him off to win by 20 yards
with a terrific kick. The time of 10
minutes 1 4/5 seconds is the best
time ever made by Tubbs.
Saunders Takes Mile
Tony Kishon threw the 35 pound
hammer to a new Cage and Meet Record with a heave of 53 feet 11% inches which is over 2 feet behind the
throw last week in New York. His
heave of 45 feet 5% inches was sufficient to make him add another victory for the Garnet. Keller's 22 feet
4% inch jump in the broad jump set
a new meet record to add to his dash
victory.
In the mile Bob Sounders strode
to a victory after trailing Damon Stetson for the first half mile with Art
Johnson of Northeatsern on his heels.
The Garnet runner opened up a quarter lap lead on the other two contestants on the last lap and was clocked
in 4 minutes 36 1/5 seconds.
Shot Put—first, Kishon (B); second,
Canney (N); third, Colligen (N).
Distance 45 feet 5% inches.
35 Pound Weight—first, Kishon (B);
second, Peabody (B); third, Wolowitz (N). Distance 53 feet 11% inches. A new Cage and Meet Record.
40 Yard Dash—first, Keller (B); second. Hakanson (N); third. Keck
(B). Time 4.8.
45 Yard Hurdles — first, Henderson
(N); second, Hackanson (N); third,
Luukko (B). Time 6 seconds.
Mile Run—-first, Saunders (B); secJAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Lewiston Monumental Works

By Barney Marcus
WEEKLY BOOST: To Archie Peabody, a first string weightman, who
would rate tops at most colleges, who continues to strive to improve although overshadowed in his own college by a national champion.

By Peggy Andrews
The Board has conceived a new way
of getting A. A. credit—HIKING.
Here are the rules:
1. Each hike must be at least 5
miles long.
2. Each hike will count 1% hours
A. A. credit.
3. Each hike must be taken with
at least two other people.
4. Must walk on the left side of the
road.
5. Sign in the can at the 2% mile
limit.
Each week there will be posted the
hike for that week, the distance will
be measured with a car (2% miles)
and at the end will be found the can
with pencil and paper in it, and some
sort of sign by which to find the can.
If you cannot understand this, ask
any member of the board, she'll help
you.

The track team that took over
Northeastern last Saturday is looking forward to bringing back to Bates
its first New England championship.
Considering the fact that Northeastern is the same team that beat the
Garnet by less than a point for the
title last year, there is more than a
strong possibility of Bates turning
the tables at Brown next May. The
remarkable balance of the Thompson
men which allowed the Huskies but
two first places out of twelve events
should enable Bates to take over any
team in New England in dual competition while their outstanding performers should be capable of collecting enough points to win the New
Englands.
To Be Remembered
A few of the highlights of Saturday's encounter, besides Kishon's expected ten points, were: Lou Meagher
again clearing more than twelve feet
in his specialty: Paul Tubbs' splendid pluck and strategy in his sensational defeat of the Northeastern distance star, Johnson; Sandier, Northeastern's Jewish Olympic champion,
bounding over six feet in the high
jump with no apparent effort; Harry

Keller's breeze in the 40 yard dash
and his winning broad jump of 22 feet
4% inches, when under pressure; Sam
Leard's speedy start in the 600 which
effectively blocked off Leek of Northeastern in the early stages of the
race; Eddie Howard's terrific 300
after a winning 600; two-miler Day
Stetson lowering his time for the only
mile by over ten seconds.
The band gave the meet color and
pep that is generally lacking in small
college track meets. It has won itself
a place, will be missed if this practice
is not continued.
A Homing Pidgeon
Eddie Pidgeon, former Medford
High track coach and Bates alumnus,
was more than an interested spectator at the meet. Three of the stars
started their competition under his
able tutelage; Ray Henderson of
Northeastern, who scored eight points
in the hurdles and high jump, Harry
Keller, who again took his two events,
and Ed Howard, who earned nine
points in his two events, gives Coach
Pidgeon 27 points which deserves
some recognition. /

Freshmen Win
Over Rumford
High Trackmen

force him to break the record although
he won the event by a full second.
He also did well in the broad jump
and pole vault. The Rumford coach,
a former Dartmouth high jumper, expects that the boy will do even higher
before the spring is over due to the
terrific drive which he gets out of
his legs.

Win By Six Points As
High Jump Record Is
Set By Panthers

WARD BROS.
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for College Women
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Lythcott 600 Victor
Dana Wallace, ace freshman middledistance man, easily won the mile and
LOW FARES
was second by a foot to Don Bridges
STREAM LINED SERVlcE
in the 1000 which was timed in 2 minA strong 8 Man track team barely utes 29 seconds. The third place in
missed defeating the Bates Freshman this event was taken by Dick DuWors
at the Cage last Saturday evening who did better time than any of the
7 Hours Boston - New Yori
The final score of the meet was 57—51 freshmen did a year ago in any dual
for the up-State runners from Rum.
o
For Information Set
ford who were State Champions last
The
Garnet
and
Black gym demonyear. Many of the National InterWIL SYMONS
scholastic winter sports men were rep- stration will be held this Thursday
3 E. P.
evening. It will consist of Freshman
resented on this squad.
folk-dancing.
Sophomore
character
One Freshman record was broken
MARY LAWRENCE
by the Panthers when Arseno of Rum- and natural dancing. Junior stunts
Cheney Houit
ford, a lad of 16 years, who leaped and tumbling and natural dancing; and
an
individual
corrective
demonstration.
5 feet 11% inches In the high jump,
•May the better team win!"
meet.
In the 600 George Lythcott, after
letting Ray Gove set the pace for the
first 2 laps barely nosed out a Rumford man with Gove getting the extra
This is a basy store, busier than ever! There's a reason!
point. Lythcott took his last try at
the Freshman record in the 300, but
the competition was not enough to

ond, Johnson (N); third. Stetson
We can show you a varied
(B). Time 4 minutes 36.2 seconds.
selection of
600 Yard Run — first, Howard (B);
PRIZE
CUPS, FOUNTAIN
second, Leek (N); third, Garland
PENS, LADIES' SILK
(N). Time 1 minute 18.2 seconds.
WEEKLY KNOCK: To the critics of this column for the past two
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
2 Mile Run—first, Tubbs (B); second, years. Long may they rave! Amen.
HAND BAGS
Johnson (N); third, Lengel (N).
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
Time 10 minutes 1.8 seconds.
tween Connell (B) and Grant (N).
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS
1000 Yard Run—first, Danielson (B);
Height 6 feet.
second, Saunders (B); third, Grant Pole Vault—first. Meagher (B); secFOR
(N). Time 2 minutes 24.6 seconds.
ond, Cooke (B); third, Betts (N).
JEWELERS
300 Yard Run—first, Tie between Keck
EDS
AND
CO-EDS
Height 12 feet 1.25 inches. A new
LEWISTON, • MAINE
(B) and Howard (B); third, Tie
CHASE HALL
Cage Record.
between Hackanson (N) and Henderson (N). Time 34.2 seconds.
Broad Jump—first, Keller (B); secWe carry a large assortment
ond, Sandier (N); third, Luukko
MAY BE PURCHASED AT THE STUDIO
of—
(B). Distance 22 feet 4.75 inches.
(A new Meet Record).
'Men's Gladstone Bags
High Jump—first, Sandier (N); secLEWISTON
Ladies' Fitted and
125 MAIN STREET
ond, Henderson (N); third, Tie be-
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